The never ending head end story
Meter roll outs are hardly ever executed using one
single meter type. Different projects require different
hardware, evolving standards and security requirements force you to have different firmware versions
concurrently in your infrastructure and finally, you’ll be
buying from different vendors to reduce business risks.
However, each device comes with its own head end
software. Consequently, you will grow a highly
complex shell of vertically integrated head ends
connecting your meters to your IT infrastructure.
This will only increase when you extend into the
Internet of Things and decide to incorporate other
types of devices.

Lurking vendor lock-in

Netinium´s future flexibility features:

A meter vendor is not likely to synchronize its roadmap
with the one of its competitors, constraining integration
processes of new head ends. Your decision to go for new
meter hardware will be influenced by the costs and effort
of implementing the according head end software.

• The multi-adaptable platform connects to and closely manages any
meter or device creating a hybrid, incremental network _ Base future
hardware acquirement decisions on quality and technical innovation

Even when new, alternative hardware solutions come with
‘free’ software, implementation costs will make you decide
to go for your current brand. This lurking vendor lock-in
creates a future risk of not being able to choose for cutting
edge hardware technology because your software history
doesn’t allow for it.
Even your MDM won’t solve this problem as it is perfect for
meter data management but suffers in functionalities for
maintaining your devices.
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• When it comes to data collection scheduling, the Netinium platform
adapts to any device hierarchy _ Manage different vertical hierarchies
using one single environment
• Whether you need high or low connection latency, or your preferred
bandwidth should be big or small, with Netinium you can combine
different configurations next to each other
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• The platform is compatible with every communication standard, incl.
IPv4, IPv6, PLC, GPRS, LTE and CDMA. Combined into a hybrid network
infrastructure this enables uniform processes across devices from all major
brands, independent of how many different devices you wish to use.
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Managing hybrid networks
Meter roll outs are hardly ever executed using one single meter type.
Different projects require different
hardware, evolving standards and
security requirements force you to
have different firmware versions concurrently in your infrastructure and
finally, you’ll be buying from different
vendors to reduce business risks.
However, each device comes with
its own head end software. Consequently, you will grow a highly
complex shell of vertically integrated
head ends connecting your meters
to your IT infrastructure. This will
only increase when you extend into
the Internet of Things and decide to
incorporate other types of devices.
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Netinium’s smart ‘one size fits all’ features:

Each group of devices needs its own management procedure.
Device-, event-, configuration-, network- and security management are scattered over different 3rd party back end systems.
And different head ends will likely apply to different communication standards or require different data scheduling settings.

• One single platform to deploy and maintain your smart meter infrastructure _ Create
a hybrid network in which uniform IT/OT processes are organized across different
devices from all major brands, increasing efficiency and responsiveness

To make these functions work in unison becomes a painful
integration process accompanied by various hidden costs.
Regarding change management, implementing new devices,
applying new communication standards or even the littlest of
setting adjustments could lead to extensive reconfiguration of
the different elements in your system.
The more head ends, the more people needed in your control
room and the higher your operational costs. Even your MDM
won’t solve this problem as it is perfect for meter data management but suffers in functionalities for maintaining your devices.
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• With Netinium, there is no need for an extra layer of 3rd party back systems _ Largely
improve your system latency and bring down your response-to-incidents time
• Whether it’s alerts on your dashboard or drilling down to end devices in various areas,
all are combined seamlessly in one environment _ Manage your network efficiently
and effectively
• Preset processes such as automated installation configuration and automated
security key management reduce the number of people needed to be present in your
control room - cut down on operational costs
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• The northbound, CIM standard interface can be directly connected to your ERP, CIS,
GIS, OMS & DMS or real-time billing engine _ Cut down on architectural layers and
smoothen change management
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More management, less layers
Meter management: putting things in context

Big data has become a massive phenomenon in the
energy sector. The list of possibilities to improve business processes and increase ROI’s seems endless.
Despite the validation qualities of many MDM systems,
high quality data analysis is best secured by high quality data generation following the garbage in, garbage
out principle. Yet only well managed meters produce
high quality consumption data. Close device management is key.
And in meter management, the focus is on a second
flow of data: the operational data on the condition of
your meters.
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In device management, the more actual and richer the
operational data – for example cause or location of a meter
failure alarm – the better the response.

•W
 hether it’s alerts on your dashboard or drilling down to end devices
in various areas, all are combined seamlessly in one environment _
Manage your network efficiently and effectively

Improving and speeding up your device management will
improve the ability of your meters to produce high quality
consumption data. Which might even decrease the need for
an extra architectural validation layer such as the MDM.

•C
 arry out your management activities from one single environment
and in one uniform, standardized way, regardless the brand or type
of the different devices in your network _ Improve the quality of your
processes and save costs on maintaining different head systems
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• The Netinium platform enables all-encompassing device management
such as sim card management, setting time-of-use management or
alarm register management and firmware updates generating output
that can be directly connected to your operational management
systems _ Skip extra layers of different 3rd party backend systems

The less layers operational data has to pass, the richer the
contextual condition in which it reaches your device- and
grid management systems. Cutting down on layers also
means faster device management since it takes less time to
organize your response.
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Big data: garbage in, garbage out
Why close device management is key in
delivering the big data promise

Netinium features that secure close device
management:

However, the interesting thing about big data lies
not so much in the ‘big’. More data doesn’t mean
proportionally more information. The quantity of the
data is worthless if its quality is inadequate.

One individual meter in a controlled environment generates
high quality energy consumption data. But, when scaling up
to millions the effects of errors in your installation process,
missed alarms or misconfigured time-of-use registers on the
quality of your meter data output grow exponentially.

• All-compassing device management including sim card management,
setting time-of-use management or alarm register management and
firmware updates _ gain nearly real-time insights in the individual
condition and configuration of your devices and log information of all
maintenance activities

Despite the validation qualities of many MDM systems,
high quality data analysis is best secured by high
quality data generation following the garbage in,
garbage out principle.

On top of that, your meter data output passes a couple of
architectural layers before it reaches your management
systems. With every layer, the quality of the data will
diminish.

• No matter what the brand, type of architectural hierarchy of your
devices, carry out your management activities from one single
environment and in one uniform, standardized way _ improve the
quality of your processes and save the costs of maintaining different
head systems

Big data has become a massive phenomenon in the
energy sector. The list of possibilities to improve
business processes and increase ROI’s seems endless.

So, the better the condition by which your data leaves
your meter, the better its quality when it reaches your
management systems. And only closely managed meters
produce high quality consumption data.
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• I f you wish, it is possible to apply a uniform security policy for
managing all of your devices further adding up to not only a uniform
but also secure business process
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Hierarchy hesitations
The type and density of houses in the roll out area
highly influences the need for specific device
hierarchies. For example, urban apartment buildings
requirements are different from remote detached
buildings in rural areas.
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• The multi-adaptable platform connects to and closely manages any
meter or device creating a hybrid,
incremental network _ Base future
hardware acquirement decisions on
quality and technical innovation

Each device comes with its own head end. After all, a
meter manufacturer offers a head end that matches
its device, not necessarily the specific situation in
your grid. When combining multi-layered device
hierarchies, you will likely to grow a highly complex
shell of vertically integrated head ends connecting
your meters to the rest of your IT infrastructure.

•T
 he platform is compatible with
every communication standard, incl.
IPv4, IPv6, PLC, GPRS, LTE and CDMA.
Combined into a hybrid network
infrastructure this enables uniform
processes across devices from all
major brands, independent of how
many different devices you wish to
use.

The hierarchy trap
Device-, event-, configuration-, network- and security
management are scattered across your complex
head end shell. To make these functions work in
unison becomes a painful integration process. For
example, your different head ends will apply to
different communication standards or require different data scheduling settings.
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Each group of devices needs its own management
procedure. The more head ends, the more people in
your control room and the higher your operational
costs.

•W
 hen it comes to data collection
scheduling the Netinium platform
adapts to any device hierarchy Manage different vertical hierarchies
using one single environment
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Also change management becomes a real
challenge. Implementing new devices, applying
new communication standards or even the littlest
of setting adjustments lead to extensive reconfiguration of the different elements in your system.

E-Meter as Hub

Central Hub
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Netinium fits your entire
network, not just the
individual devices:
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•W
 hether you need high or low connection latency, or your preferred
bandwidth should be big or small,
with Netinium you can combine
different configurations next to each
other

Role or area based management
Scalability has to do with the ability of your system
to manage increased numbers of devices, different
types of devices and more data flowing through your
network. But equally important is the ability of your
organization to deal with the increased complexity of
this task.

TURKEY

Limiting the risk of (well-intended) wrong
decisions
At the heart of such a scalable organization structure
lays a clear definition of the different roles and
responsibilities of your control team members. The
more complex the device & network management
task, the more senior the decision maker.
How to secure this process and simultaneously boost
the management power of your control team regardless of the size and complexity of your network?

Smart Netinium features that secure
management capabilities:
•W
 ith our role based access you can assure that only
particular people are able to execute particular
actions or control specific areas
•W
 hether it’s alerts on your dashboard or drilling
down to end devices in various areas, all are combined seamlessly in one environment _ Create uniform
processes across different devices from all major
brands
• Preset processes such as automated installation
configuration and security key management reduce
the number of people needed to be present in your
control room _ Cut down on operational costs
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Traceable installation process
While your men in the field are placing your hardware, the installed meters
will start connecting to your system. This is where the foundation of proper
meter management is being laid; the software integration of your meters into your
network.
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A robust installation process is defined by
a flawless connection between the (geographical) customer information coming
from your ERP/CIS and the unique identification information of your devices coming
from the manufacturer’s shipment files.

Work order:
• Serial #
• EAN code
• Address

From pilot to roll-out: errors and
mistakes pile up
When upscaling from pilot-project to mass
roll–out, the risk of losing track of your installation process increases. Meters
get lost in your warehouse, installers manually enter wrong information,
WRM errors occur, installations fail, etc.

Shipment files
Internet

This results in black spots in your meter network, increased CAPEX on asset
distribution and re-installing activities. Keeping track of the cases in which
the connection for different reasons has not been made is key for a rock-solid
installation process.

Smart Netinium tracing features:
•C
 reate placeholders for physically installed meters that are trying to
connect, however, cannot be recognized based on missing shipping files
or customer information _ Avoid black spots in your network including
anonymous energy consumption

Telco

• Highlight meters that, based on shipment files, left your warehouse however
have not been physically installed yet _ Bring down the number of ‘floating’
meters and avoid needless extra CAPEX
• Automatically log this cross-check information and get updated once
connections have been made successfully _ Gain real-time information on
your installation progress
• Once running, recall background information on installation and
connection activities of the individual meters in your network _ Be able
to track down causes of failed installation processes
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